




































































































































if p is anumber
in NJ

newPtheissmanesteat
the details may be helpful

thatis larger for some conjectures

itefrIepPattaeed so include them
andbump
thesmallest

eet
taken gaffer incarriers

Ca ifpie
steps carrierisempty

y
trivial

if IT is a permutation
or is a configuration containing a permutation

the white loop will run Mxicw times
where iCw is the site of a largest soliton








































































































































































I 12 Carrier algorithm Ref Fukuda Sec 3.3 carrier algorithmand See 3.4 Timeevolution w a carrier

The carrier algorithm is a way to transform a finite sequence w wiwz Wn
into another sequence W wiwd Wh Using
a weakly increasing sequence G Ca Cz cm called the carrier

The carrier moves along w from left to right
while the carrier passes a number wk
the carrier loads wk and unloads wid

Wi wz Wn
l lG p

I WnWi w

Ruleofloadingadingforter
Say the carrier is about to pass the number wk in the sequence W

So we are about to load wk onto the carrier

Let Cie i Cc Ca cm be the sequence of
c EEE CCm O O 00

numbers which have been loaded on the carrier

Compare wk with the numbers in the carrier 4k y
If there are numbers larger than wk in the carrier Gicc
then unload a smallest ofthose numbers
and load wk in its place into the carrier

Otherwise all the numbers in the carrier Gk are smaller equal to wk
Then unload a minimum entry in the carrier Gre l
and load wk onto the carrier

wk min Ci C G'e wk c if there are numbers in the
carrier City larger than wk

CI otherwise
dik is the sequence we get from the previous carrier

by unloading Wk and loading wk
Det Given sequences G CqCz cm and W wi W2 Wn

GECZE CCan
start with Co f and repeat the rule of unloading loading for each k 1 n

to get new sequences G Cn and w

Call the transformation C w wi the carrier algorithm






































































































































Prop 3.2 Fukuda Original Carrier algorithm using the configuration
Fukuda

One BBS move can be described by the carrier algorithm
with G e e e as the initial state of the carrier

The final state of the carrier will again be e e e p

none non e
b lo

Applying one BBS move to a configuration W Wi we
is equivalent to starting with

n
e

w wz Wee e e II
5 if the size of a pote

longest soliton Is
EE

if IT is apermutation you
if size of a longest IF

Iincreasing subsequence
orsothen applying the carrier algorithm once to get

after l 12Icwa wine we
edrtijymi.IE3where d L 1 w s

TCO icw
Applying two BBS moves to wi We e ee e e
is equivalent to applying the carrier algorithm to W'e e

with again e e se as the initial state of the carrier
n

we start with
n

nicee wiwz r WI e e

where d L 1 w

and end with
n

wiwi we I fotatdietngs loadings
where L Lt Zia






































































































































Processi
Consider the l12it 1oadingsun1oadings that happen in the first carrier algorithm

from fe.ee w wz Weee e ee ee
1Cwte wiwi we wie ee ee eg TO

Callthisprocess I firstsolitonCw

The first loadinglunloading happens when Wp is inserted into the first carrier
and wi e is movedfrom the first carrier to the left of the first carrier

The second loading unloading happens when wz is inserted into the first carrier
and w is moved from inside the first carrier to The left of it

Continue in this manner until we have inserted we into the first carrier
and we is moved from inside the first carrier to its left

At this point there are exactly icw copiesofe's to the right of thefirstcarrier
and there are exactly ICW many elements not equal to e

in the carrier

The loadingunloading rule tells us that inserting e into the carrier
which contains a number which is not e
results in moving the smallest number in the carrier
to the left of the carrier

So the next TCW loadings unloadings are
the following trivial Knuth moves where we insert e and bump Ck
Let i Icw c e

n on
wi.wi well 4ee e Wiwa we'c c i4e ee

i i 1
where c cz ci e3

wind we'cicz
i z

w wz we'CiCzCz ee e
s i 3

w wz we'CiCzG Cia e e

wind we'ccis ci ee
11 1 9

The final icu loadingsfunloadings are
the moves where we insert e and bump e until nothing is leftto the right

one 8T of the carrierwi wz We C Cz u Ci ee fe e






































































































































ss e It 2kW L't ic

Consider the dmloadings unloadings that happen in the second carrier algorithm
1WWI W wie e e

from e w
first icw

to Wwz we We wie soliton
cha fi

icw firstsolitoncha Ci
Call this Process

The first loading unloading happens whenWyke is inserted into the second carrier
and wi _e is movedfrom the second carrier to the left of the second carrier

The second loading unloading happens when W's is inserted into the second carrier
and wz is moved from inside the second carrier to The left of it

Continue in this manner until we have inserted well into the second carrier
nand Wei is moved from inside the second carrier to its left

At this point there are exactly icw copiesof e to the right of the secondcarrier
and there are exactly ICW many elements not equal to e

in the carrier

The loadingunloading rule tells us that inserting e into the carrier
which contains a number which is not e
results in moving the smallest number in the carrier
to the left of the carrier

So the remaining TCW loadings unloadings are
the following trivial Knuth moves

Let i Icw

with we'll 4ee e wi'wE weibo.cz ieeee e2nd carrier i i 1
where c cz ci e3

wife wececa e ethe same numbers
i 2that were left in the

w wz weeCiCzCz ee efirst carrier after i 3
I loadingsfunloadings i i 1

starting from wiwz.oweey.gg
wink we'eciacs Ci e

i nthe numbers in the w wz welc cis ci ee e

first soliton for w






































































































































2 carrier algorithm
We claim that d l 1 Icw

performing the e loadings unloadings that happen in the first carrier algorithm
from ee ee ee efw wz we

icw i 7to wiwi we Wein icuand then firstsolitonci.cz ci
I It 2kW L 1 icw

performing the ell loadings unloadings that happen in the second carrier algorithm

from 1 tw wi Wf Wie Enw i 7firstsolitonto w wz Wile We wie Circe ci
icw firstsolitonGCc Ciwould give the same result w we e We

cargotrain
as performing one train algorithm with two carriers

from le ell w wz weee ee e
icw icw

total 2 icw trailing e's
to wiwi we wie I

I L 12Icw

The first step in this 2 carrier algorithm is

to insert wi into the first carrier 1stloadunload of Process I

and remove wise from the first carrier then
Wythoffto insert wi e into the second carrier Proces

and move wit e from the second carrier to the leftof the second carrier

initial 2 carrier w I 11 w wz weee I.fm
icw icw

w e wie w
a

after step 1 e I I waw weee e e.ee
icw icw

WE WL wz
a

after step 2 wiwi Iz e Ix wz weee ee e
I 1Cw icwe matybee daybe e






































































































































The second step in this 2 carrier algorithm is

to insert Wz into the first carrier 32nd
loadlanload of process I

2nd loafand remove WI from the first carrier then unloadof
to insert wi into the second carrier T sI
and move Wa from the second carrier to the left of the secondcarrier

Continue in this fashion until the bth step in this 2 carrier algorithm
which is to insert we into the first carrier
and remove WI from the first carrier then
to insert we into the second carrier
and move we from the second carrier to the leftof the second carrier

After the dth step with we 4l CiE ee e ee e2nd carrier first carrier W
i i

where c Cz ci e

Atthispointthere are exactly 2ICW copiesof e to the rightof the first carrier
and the first carrier contains the first soliton of W
if w is a permutation then the first soliton is equalto the

first row in the insertion tableauPcw

The next TCW steps are the following Let i iCwD

Insert C into the first carrier
and remove Ci from the first carrier then

insert Cy into the second carrier
and move wet from the second carrier to the leftof the second carrier

Wiwa we 4l CiE ee e ee e2nd carrier first carrier W
i i

e where c cz ci e
Well 2
on one

with we'll I iEee e ee e2nd carrier first carrier i i i

Insert C into the first carrier
and remove Cz from the first carrier then

insert Cz into the second carrier
and move W from the second carrier to the leftof the second carrierdt2






































































































































Continue in this way until we have inserted e into the 1st carrier
and removed Ci from the first carrier then

inserted c into the second carrier

and move wife W'le from the second carrier to the leftof2ndcarrier

with we weiC ee.ie eeen2nd carrier first carrier i

The final ICW steps insert e intothe 1st carrier the d 1kthloadlanload
And remove e from the 1st carrier then of Process I

insert e to the second carrier
and move Ck whey from the 2nd carrier to its left

thoadfanitokadth

of Process I

for k ha ii

So the end result is wi wz we






































































































































Questions
Traelfalse
If T E Sn then
the numberMof solitons of IT i e heightof BBS soliton partition

i e des Ct des 1

is an upper bound for the minimum time required for it

to decompose into solitons
That is at t M the BBS configuration has decomposed into solitons
Reason After one carrier algorithm we put the first soliton inthefirst carrier

The second carrier algorithm has no effect on the first soliton
other than moving it forward by ICT

After n steps using the train for M carrier algorithm
we would be in a state where the first carrier

has the first soliton
This followsfrom the defof M carrier algorithm

In general the 2nd carrier may be empty or not empty

Question True or false If true this would prove above

If M des CTD

is it true that the second soliton
is in some carrier farther left
the third soliton is in some

carrier even farther left
c

the penultimate soliton is in the M th carrier
and the final soliton is not in a carrier









































































































